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	JURISDICTION: City of Houston
	Grant Year: FY2019
	Completed By: Alison Belcher
	Date submitted: 10/06/2020
	Grant end date: 12/31/2020
	CONTRIBUTING PROJECT: Syndromic Surveillance
	RECEIVING PROJECT: Syndromic Surveillance
	EGRANTS NUMBER: 2975605
	EGRANTS NUMBER_2: 2975605
	Amount to movePersonnel: $57,000.00
	Amount to addPersonnel: 
	Amount to moveContractual and Professional Services: 
	Amount to addContractual and Professional Services: $36,603.00
	Amount to moveTravel and Training: $30,000.00
	Amount to addTravel and Training: 
	Amount to moveEquipment: 
	Amount to addEquipment: $50,397.00
	Amount to moveSupplies and Direct Operating Expenses: 
	Amount to addSupplies and Direct Operating Expenses: 
	Amount to moveIndirect Costs: 
	Amount to addIndirect Costs: 
	NARRATIVE EXPLANATION Explain why these funds are available to transfer to the receiving project eg was a cost savings realized Or what arent you buying that you were funded to buy and why And include which POETE line item from the original UASI application budget this transfer is coming fromRow1: We propose to re-allocate 87K to support the much needed IT infrastructure. The 87K is coming from salary saving and training categories. The project has salary saving for the interface engineer (57K). The interface engineer's salary is supported by another one-time funding source. Due to COVID-19 responses, UASI staff have not been able to attend trainings and conferences ($30K). See below for quotes submitted by City of Houston IT to ensure sustainability. 
	NARRATIVE EXPLANATION Itemize what you propose to purchase Be sure to explain why this is a higher priority than what you were originally funded to do if applicable And include which POETE line item this new money will be added toRow1: The approved funding can be more effectively spent on purchasing equipment (Server), tools (software) required and HITS Services to implement the complete solution. Working with HITS and our internal resources will also ensure both systems are in line with the requested standards.  After design has been agreed upon, equipment such as the staging server, would begin setup to host the requested health data and the new API. Testing would need to take place between HFD/HITS (sending data) and ODMAP/ESSENCE (receiving data) to ensure data transfers as intended.  Sustainability Plan:  • HHD Resource will provide around-the-clock (24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year) IT and technical support to ensure no data feeds from hospitals/EMS are dropped. • HITS/HHD Resources will be responsible for ensuring the servers and processes are functioning as expected and within the HIPPA guidelines. • HITS Resources (within HFD) will be responsible to engage with ImageTrend for ensuring data is available. HFD IT support would be a reference contact in the event any data transmission issue occurs from HFD and will assist in troubleshooting the issue. 
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